RED ARMY HOLDS OUR FRONT LINES!
AMERICA MUST RUSH ALL-OUT AID!

The new lend-lease appropriation of $6,000,000,000 demanded by President Roosevelt is a call to action for every patriotic American.

It comes at a moment of mortal danger to America. Hitler's forces are striking not only at Leningrad and Odessa; they menace the safety of Los Angeles, Chicago and New York.

The Red Army and the heroic Soviet nation is the last great obstacle in Hitler's path before an attack upon the U.S. In defending their country against further Hitler invasion, the Soviet peoples are defending America. Our aid to Great Britain and the Soviet Union is, therefore, as President Roosevelt has said, "NOT AN ACT OF CHARITY, BUT A MEANS OF DEFENDING AMERICA."

Americans, awake to the peril of our country!! THE SECURITY OF THE UNITED STATES IS IN IMMINENT DANGER! THE FATE OF OUR COUNTRY IS IN THE BALANCE!

Quick and decisive aid to the enemies of Hitler is the great need of the moment. Six billion dollars is not too high a price to pay for the security and liberty of America!

Every moment lost in rushing aid to the Soviet Union means precious thousands of Russian and American lives needlessly lost. Every moment we delay decisive action brings Hitler closer to American shores. Senator Murray of Montana has issued a ringing call to the American people in this grave moment: "Russia has performed the greatest service for the protection of democracy yet performed in this war. . . . We should sidetrack everything else to give all aid to Russia."

THE TIME FOR ACTION IS NOW!

Delayed and half-hearted measures will not turn the tide against Hitler. Lindbergh, Wheeler, Nye, Norman Thomas and the America First crowd gnaw at the power which America can hurl at the Nazi gangsters. They are engaged in acts of treason against the defense of the United States. They are actively conspiring to delay and prevent passage of the Lend-Lease Bill, and to prevent its application to the Soviet Union.

Is there an American who will accept Nazi slavery? Is there an American who will submit to Nazi violence and brutality? GIVE YOUR ANSWER!

Get your trade union, your civic body, your church, your neighborhood organization, your relatives, your friends to give their answer. Every tank and gun sent to the Eastern Front is a weapon defending America!


Write your Congressman. Demand application of the bill to the Soviet Union!

Write to President Roosevelt, assuring him of your support for any measure necessary to America's defense. Demand immediate aid to our front-line fighter, the Red Army.

Our aid is still only a trickle. IT MUST BECOME A TORRENT THAT WILL SWARM OVER HITLER AND OVERWHELM HIS ARMIES!

SMASH THE UN-AMERICAN, PRO-HITLER PLOT OF THE APPEASERS TO TURN OUR COUNTRY'S DEFENSES AND SECURITY OVER TO HITLER!!

Pass the Lend-Lease Bill
Demand its Immediate Application to the Soviet Union!!
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